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eager to be off; we were only two hours away from
the river. Tremendous protests from our host against
our leaving any money for the servants led, of course,
to our leaving much more than they deserved. We
were feeling a little reckless, for across the river was
Hanchang, where a car should be waiting for us. At
last we were within striking distance of our goaL
It was a clear sunny day; but as we drew nearer
the river, a wind began to rise. There is always a
wind at Yu Men K'ou, as we were to learn. Our
rickshaw-pullers battled nobly against the gale, but
finally we all got out and walked. The road had
dwindled to a mere cattle-track.
Long before we came in sight of the great river, we
felt it as a presence in the elements. The yellow dust
blew hard and dry in our faces: it caked in the corners
of our eyes and in our nostrils. A mile or so down-
stream from the pass that now showed clearly be-
tween the hills, an immense yellow cone of dust rose
in the air. This was sand blown up from the river-
bed by the wind, which hurtled between the hills as
through a funnel.
We came down the last level of the plateau. Here
on the plain, the ground was bare and stony, broken
by scattered fields and hundreds of grave-tablets.
Where no life would grow was, it seemed, a favour-
able resting-place for ancestors.
Away to the south, the Fen River skirted the loess
cliffs on the other side of the valley, where it ran into
the Huang Ho. To the north—very near and high—
were the last of the Shansi hills, behind which lay
the river-gorges. At the end of the range, opposite the
gap in the hills on the western bank, lay Yu Men
K'ou.

